Master Class with

Sir John Jones

THE MAGIC WEAVING BUSINESS
Finding the heart and soul of teaching and learning
Sir John Jones will draw inspiration from his best-selling book: “The Magic-Weaving Business – Finding
the Heart of Learning and Teaching” for his master class ‘The Magic-Weaving Business - finding the
heart and soul of teaching and learning.'
Sir John will remind teachers of the tremendous power they have to transform lives but will also
explore how their role will have to adapt to a rapidly changing world - indeed one that does not
yet exist. Change is mandatory but growth is optional and John Dewey said that if we teach our
children today the way we taught them yesterday then we will deprive them of their tomorrow.
While exploring some new thinking around free learning, growth mindsets, school in the cloud
and expeditionary learning, Sir John will underpin the message with a reminder that while children will
forget most of what we make them think, they will never forget how we made them feel.

Monday 3 July 2017, Nautilus Theatre,
Port Lincoln
Tuesday 4 July 2017, Central Oval
Sporting Complex, Port Augusta
Thursday 6 July 2017, The Lakes Resort
Hotel, West Lakes
Friday 7 July 2017, The Barn Palais,
Mount Gambier
Bookings made via Plink.

Sir John Jones is one of a small, select band of educational professionals who have not only had
their achievements recognised in the UK’s New Year’s Honours List (2003), but have been able to
help and inspire others with their knowledge and passion. One of the most entertaining, inspiring
and sought-after speakers on the global educational stage, his achievements and reputation for
straight-talking, leadership and creativity have led him to be invited on to a number of panels and
think- tanks. Sir John was awarded the most outstanding presenter at the 2016 World Educational
Leadership Summit (WELS) in Singapore and this year returns as a 2017 WELS Keynote speaker
(along with Sir Ken Robinson) where he will also present his Master Class on Teaching is the Magic
Weaving Business. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, MANCHESTER UNIVERSIT
The South Australian Area School Leaders Association (SAASLA) is presenting Sir John Jones and The Magic
Weaving Business – Finding the Heart and Soul of Teaching and Learning in week 10 of term 2 across South
Australia. The Master Class is open to all DECD employees, with priority given to SAASLA member schools.
Bookings are via PLINK. SAASLA member schools $100 per head, non-members $120 per head, which includes
catering on the day. Contact Chris Roberts at Streaky Bay Area School on 86261202 if you require further
information.

